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Great People Decisions: Why They Matter So Much, Why They are So Hard, and How You Can Master ThemJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Great organizations are made up of great people. And for leaders at all levels within those organizations, the ability to find, hire, integrate, and retain great people is an absolutely critical skill—critical to their organization's success, and critical to their own success.
But for most people, making great appointments is difficult,...
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Podcasting For DummiesFor Dummies, 2005
Got something to say? It's easy with a podcast!      

Subscribe to podcasts, put together your own, and build a fan base      

Podcasting really is twenty-first century communication, and you can be a part of it! This book gives you the scoop on listening to, producing, and distributing podcasts, points you toward the best...
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Coaching at Work: Powering your Team with Awareness, Responsibility and TrustJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006

	"This book comes at a time when we are asking searching questions: How exactly do we earn the loyalty, trust and commitment of our people? How do we balance the needs of our organisations to do more with less with the need to create environments in which people can grow, develop and achieve their aspirations? The answers lie within each...
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Windows Forensic Analysis Toolkit, Third Edition: Advanced Analysis Techniques for Windows 7Syngress Publishing, 2012

	I am not an expert. I have never claimed to be an expert at anything (at least not

	seriously done so), least of all an expert in digital forensic analysis of Windows

	systems. I am simply someone who has found an interest in my chosen field of

	employment, and a passion to dig deeper. I enjoy delving into and extending the...
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Maven: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2008

	
		For too long, developers have worked on disorganized application projects, where every part seemed to have its own build system, and no common repository existed for information about the state of the project. Now there's help. The long-awaited official documentation to Maven is here.

		

		Written by Maven creator...
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The Scrum Field Guide: Agile Advice for Your First Year and Beyond (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2016

	Extensively revised to reflect improved Scrum practices and tools, this edition adds an all-new section of tips from the field. 


	


	
		The 1st Edition has a 5-Star Amazon Customer Rating and 135 reviews.

		

		Thousands of organizations are adopting Scrum to...
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Best Practices Are Stupid: 40 Ways to Out-Innovate the CompetitionPortfolio Hardcover, 2011

	What if almost everything you know about creating a culture of innovation is wrong? What if the way you are measuring innovation is choking it? What if your market research is asking all of the wrong questions?


	It's time to innovate the way you innovate.


	Stephen Shapiro is one of America's foremost innovation...
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The Common Language Infrastructure Annotated StandardAddison Wesley, 2003
The Common Language Infrastructure Annotated Standard is the definitive guide to understanding the annotated specification for the Common Language Infrastructure (CLI) standard. With annotations and code samples from both the ECMA standards committee and the Microsoft Common Language Runtime (CLR) team, this book goes...
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Enabling eBusiness - Integrating Technologies Architectures & ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
This book describes the technical architecture and components that can be integrated in order to provide a comprehensive and robust infrastructure on which to build successful e-Business. It is essential reading for technical and functional team leaders and strategists, who analyse the options, limitations and possibilities for new technology and...
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Doing Objects in Visual Basic 2005 (The Addison-Wesley Microsoft Technology Series)Addison Wesley, 2007
Welcome to the latest in the series of Doing Objects books. This series started in 1995 with Visual Basic 4.0, when VB could first do objects. At that time, little had been discussed about using object-oriented design and development techniques with Visual Basic. To help improve that situation, almost half of each book in the series was...
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CINEMA 4D 10 WorkshopFocal Press, 2007
Model, animate and render with a practical command of all the essential functions and tools in CINEMA 4D 10. Detailed tutorials, suitable for novices and experienced users alike, demonstrate how to navigate the redesigned UI and orient you to the workflow. Next, the author guides you through the creation of a more complex project in which you...
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GMPLS: Architecture and Applications (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Networking)Morgan Kaufmann, 2005
"This is a strong author team and they have produced a much-needed and timely book" 
--Bruce Davie, Cisco Fellow

"GMPLS technology provides a keystone for next generation integrated optical networks, and this book is the one-stop reference on the subject."
--Kireeti Kompella, Juniper Networks and CCAMP...
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